
About GSES 

At GSES, our mission is to provide a universal and comprehensive platform that empowers organisations worldwide to 

measure, manage, and elevate their sustainability performance. We are committed to delivering a standardised 

language for sustainability, facilitating transparency, and fostering a global community dedicated to verifiable positive 

environmental and social impact. 

Our vision at GSES is to be the leading force in transforming businesses into sustainable enterprises. We aim to create a 

world where organisations seamlessly integrate sustainability into their core operations, utilising our platform to not only 

meet but exceed global sustainability standards. GSES envisions a future where every decision-maker has the tools and 

insights to contribute significantly to a more sustainable and resilient world, driving positive change for generations to 

come.

How it works 

Explore our  platform with a range of modules tailored to meet your specific needs. Whether you opt for a singular 

module or a combination of multiple modules, our platform offers flexibility to suit your preferences. Each module is 

designed with distinct elements, ensuring a comprehensive and customised experience for your unique requirements. 

There is also an option to unlock the full potential of our platform by opting for our Full or Pro membership, which grants 

you access to multiple modules.  

Price List 
Thank you for your interest in GSES and/or Data for Good!

We are delighted to share
the pricing list, which contains information about our services and modules.



Pricing: 

The Certification 
Manager Module 

The Organisation 
Measurement Module 

The Product 
Management Module 

Our Certification Manager 
Module offers you:

Our Organisation 
Measurement Module offers 
you:

Our Product Management 
Module offers you:

Database 
Home 
Organisation:

My ESG Scorecard 
My entities 
Meta Standard 
Certification Manager

Independent & External 
verification

Virtual Safe 

Database 
Home 
Team 
Organisation: 

My ESG Scorecard 
Meta Standard 
Certification Manager 
Consultancy
Assessments 

Independent & External 
verification

Virtual safe

Database 
Home 
Team 
Product Ratings:

Product Dashboard
My products 
Create products 
Product level Meta 
Standard 
Product Certificates 
My invites 
My invited Products /BOMs

Independent & External 
verification

Virtual safe

Certification Manager Module: 

Streamline your certification 

management with the Certification 

Manager by effortlessly uploading and 

validating organisational certificates, 

boosting overall efficiency.

Organisation Measurement Module: 

Utilise the Organisation Measurement 

Module on the GSES platform for 

measuring, reporting, and monitoring 

your organisation's sustainability 

performance, accessing a shareable 

sustainability scorecard, digital 

assessments, certification manager, 

verification features, and insights for 

performance improvement.

Product Management Module: Evaluate 

products with GSES scorecards and 

Nature Impact Rating, accessing 

assortment-level insights on the platform 

for marketing, tenders, and 

communication across various sectors 

including retail, wholesale, suppliers, and 

producers.

3 Years: € 495.00/Year 3 Years: € 1,050.00/Year 3 Years: € 14,950.00/Year



The Supply Chain 
Management Module 

The Asset 
Management Module 

The CSRD Module  

Our Supply Chain Management 
Module offers you:

Our Asset Management 
Module offers you:

Our CSRD Module offers you:

Database
Home
Team 
Supply Chain Management:

Address Book 
Supply Chain Dashboard 
Supplier Management 
Supplier Invites*
Code of Conduct
Product Dashboard 
(supplier level)
Product Management 
(Supplier level) 

Independent & External 
verification

Virtual safe

The Asset Management Tool CSRD Assessment
Independent & External 
verification

Virtual Safe 

Supply Chain Management Module: 

Boost supply chain sustainability with the 

GSES Supply Chain Management Module, 

offering customisable pillars and scores 

on the Dashboard, ensuring transparent 

and verified sustainability data aligned 

with international standards.

Asset Management Module: Optimize 

environmental impact management 

with the Asset Management Module, 

addressing scope 3 emissions, 

centralising data for fixed asset 

owners, ensuring compliance, 

managing ESG risks, and improving 

resource efficiency for enhanced 

reputation and increased stakeholder 

trust.

CSRD Module: Utilise the GSES platform 

to assess your CSRD reporting status, 

customize ESRS measurement, and 

efficiently cross-check covered ESRSs 

with the GSES-CSRD Matching Tool, 

streamlining data management and 

facilitating CSRD certificate 

assessment.

3 Years: € 14,950.00/Year 3 Years: € 995.00/Year On Request 



The Custom 
Dashboard Module 

The Event Dashboard 
Module  

The Group Dashboard 
Module 

Our Custom Dashboard 
Module offers you:

Our Event Dashboard Module 
offers you:

Our Group Dashboard Module 
offers you:

The Custom Dashboard The Event Dashboard The Group Dashboard

Custom Dashboard Module: Tailor your 

dashboard to the unique needs of your 

organisation with the Custom 

Dashboard Module, enabling 

streamlined visualisations of critical 

metrics of your choice, enhanced 

decision-making, and unparalleled 

efficiency in a user-friendly interface. 

Event Dashboard Module: Track and 

report sustainability for venues and 

events using the Event Dashboard 

Module, providing a dedicated 

dashboard, digital assessments, 

certification manager, and supply chain 

tools for generating event-specific 

reports and scorecards, while engaging 

stakeholders with verified sustainability 

data.

Group Dashboard Module: Utilise the 

Group Dashboard Module for group-

level reporting on ESG, sustainability, 

and CSRD, enabling entity-specific 

sustainability scorecards and 

dashboards for comprehensive insights 

into overall performance and CO2 data. 

On Request On Request 3 Years: € 495.00/Year

The CO2 Dashboard Module Data for Good Platform

Our CO2 Dashboard Module offers you: Our Data for Good Platform offers you:

The Carbon Dashboard SDG Dashboard 
SDG Projects

Carbon Dashboard Module: Strengthen sustainability with the 

Carbon Dashboard Module, providing real-time insights 

aligned with the CO2 Pillar of the GSE-Standard. Manage and 

report carbon emissions (Scope 1, 2, and 3) following ISO 

26000's CSR framework for a comprehensive assessment, 

achievement overview, and improvement identification.

Data for Good Platform: The Data for Good (DfG) platform 

introduces the Impact Mapping Module, revealing an SDG 

Dashboard that aligns projects with Sustainable Development 

Goals, enhancing communication, performance tracking, and 

transparent stakeholder engagement to bolster 

organisational reputation and attract partners who share a 

vision for positive impact.

3 Years: € 99.95/Year 3 Year: €499.00/Year



Additional Details 
* In the supply chain module, when your organisation extends invitations to its suppliers, it is kindly 
requested that suppliers cover the cost of their own membership/module.

*The prices per year differ depending on whether you have 1,2, or 3 year subscription plan. The 3-year 
subscription is most advantageous is a couple of ways: 

Contact Details

Pro Membership Full Membership 

Our Pro Membership offers you: Our Full Membership offers you:

The CO2 Dashboard Module
Assessments
Data for Good Platform
The Certification Manager Module 

 The Event Dashboard Module 
The Product Management Module 
The Supply Chain management Module
The Carbon Dashboard 
The Group Dashboard Module
The Organisation Measurement Module
Data for Good 
The Certification Manager Module 

3 Years: € 1,750.00/Year 3 Year: € 30,000.00/Year

Cost savings - You will save costs as 1 year = 125% per year, 2 years = 112,5% per year, and 3 years = 100% per year.
Long-term planning - Opting for a 3-year subscription plan may aligns with your organisation’s long-term 
strategies, ensuring stability in essential services and operational planning.
Tailored support/service - It signals a strong commitment to the platform. This commitment may result in better 
support and personalised service. 
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Kelly Ruigrok (CEO & Founder GSES)

 
Kelly@gses-system.com




